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Algebra I 

Polynomials

Jeopardy

Gupton GMS 2009-Collins BMS 2012

•Sum Times

•What’s the difference?

•Products Never Purchased

•Factors that lead to Success

•Dexter's Laboratory
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Laboratory

Polynomials

The perimeter of a square 

with side length of 2x. 

(classify)

Sum Times for 100
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Simplify and classify:

(7x³ - 5x² + 3x -1) 

+ (-8x³ + 3x² - 8x + 15)

Sum Times for 200 Sum Times for 300

Find the perimeter and classify 

the polynomial.

2k - 1

3k + 4

5k + 2

(6.3x³ - 5x² + 4x - 2)             

+ (-7.1x³ - 3x² - 4x + 5)                  

+ (8x³ + x² + 7) 

Sum Times for 400

Find the perimeter and 

classify the polynomial.

Sum Times for 500

9k – 10

5k + 2
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( ⅓x² + ⅜ x -⅝) - (-8x² - ⅔ x -⅞)

"What's the difference?" for 

100

( 5.25x² -⅞ x - ⅝) -

(1.5x² - 0.45x + 0.3)

"What's the difference?" for 

200

What is the area of the green region?

"What's the difference?" for 

300

8x+1

3x+5
4x+6

3x – 7

The perimeter of an isosceles 

triangle is 7x – 9. If one side is 

x + 1, what is the length of 

each of the other two sides?

"What's the difference?" for 

400
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"What's the difference?" for 

500

The perimeter of a rectangle 

is 14x + 2. If this answer is 

the width, the length of the 

rectangle is 3x + y + 2.

-1.5 ( 3x³ - 6x² + 9x -12)

Products Never Purchased for 

100

Find the area and 

classify the polynomial.

Products Never Purchased for 

200

3x – 6

9x + 2

The area of a parallelogram 

with a base of 11x – ½ and a 

height of 11x + ½.

Products Never Purchased for 

300
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The area of a square with 

side length of 4x – 2.5.

Products Never Purchased for 

400

The area of the unshaded region.

Products Never Purchased for 

500

2x

2x

5

5

Factor 

x² -13x - 30

Factors that lead to Success for 

100

Factor  

6x³ +18x² - 60x

Factors that lead to Success for 

200
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Factor  

100x³ -240x² + 144x

Factors that lead to Success for 

300

Factor  ¼x² - 225

Factors that lead to Success for 

400

The side of a square if the 

area is 25y2 – 20y + 4.

Factors that lead to Success for 

500

Dee Dee travels at a constant 

speed of 2x+5 m/s for 8x+7 

seconds.  Express the distance 

she travels as a trinomial.

Dexter's Laboratory for 100
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The total amount spent for health care in the 

United States in 1993 was $884.2 billion. The US 

population in 1993 was 258.1 million. What was the 

average amount spent on health care per person? 

Express your answer in scientific notation and in 

dollars and cents.

Dexter's Laboratory for 200

Dexter determined that the function,              

f(t) = -4.9t² +49t, can be used to determine the 

altitude in meters, f(t), of his model rocket t

seconds after it is launched.  Use the function 

to determine the altitude 5 seconds after it is 

launched.

Dexter's Laboratory for 300

Calculate the zeroes of the function, 

f(t) = -4.9t² +49t and explain what 

they mean relative to the altitude of 

Dexter’s rocket?  

Dexter's Laboratory for 400

The length and width of Dexter’s 

rectangular shaped lab are in a 5 : 3 

ratio. Write and solve a system of 

equations to find the length and the 

width if the perimeter of the lab is 48.

Dexter's Laboratory for 500

What is a length of 15 units and width of 9 units?

Push the Space Bar to check your answer.


